
Welcome to our Fall 2021 Newsletter

About the Leir Research Institute

The Henry J. and Erna D. Leir Research Institute for Business, Technology, and
Society (LRI) creates value by integrating research and education to support
economic and policy impacts that foster sustainable economic
development, addressing critical global challenges to corporate and business
continuity and growth.

NJIT Joins NSF Research Hub with Princeton, Rutgers, Delaware

Read More

https://centers.njit.edu/leir/node/102/#About%20Us


New Jersey Institute of Technology today joined other area universities as part of a

new regional research hub, funded by a $15 million National Science Foundation

grant and led by Princeton University, to help faculty and students convert federally

sponsored research into successful businesses.

Research Spotlights

Shanthi Gopalakrishnan
How does the Covid-19 pandemic impact Innovation
in industries? Crisis and Innovation
Does exposure to a crisis make organizations more
resilient? 
How Identifying with the organization allows
individuals to stay in control and stay grounded during
a Crisis
How can firms improve their R&D skills through
strategic alliances?
 

Read More

https://news.njit.edu/njit-joins-nsf-research-hub-princeton-rutgers-delaware
https://news.njit.edu/njit-joins-nsf-research-hub-princeton-rutgers-delaware


Jim Shi
 

Healthcare Operations Management:  
Logistics and Container Transportation Network
Optimization
Green Supply Chain and Sustainable Plastic
Management
Blockchain applications on supply chain management
Agricultural Supply Chain to help Small-scale farmers
survive and thrive
Talent Crowdsourcing of Platform Economics

LRI Research Luncheons

Read More of Shanthi Gopalakrishnan's Research

Read More of Jim Shi's Research

https://centers.njit.edu/leir/node/102/#Shanthi%20Gopalakrishnan
https://centers.njit.edu/leir/node/102/#Jim


The Leir Research Institute began hosting Research Luncheons this fall, bringing
together MTSM faculty, LRI affiliated faculty, and doctoral students. Participants are

given the opportunity to present their current research and brainstorm ideas for
collaborative projects. Research Luncheons aim to facilitate working teams of senior
faculty, junior faculty, and students that go on to apply for LRI Faculty Seed Grants

and host seminars (pictured above). 
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